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DIVA BE GONE (#7)

Divil (#8)

Lebron 6 (#5)

Exacta:  7-8/5-7-8, $4.  Tri:  7-8/5-7-8/3-4-5-7-8, $12.  Daily Double:  7-8/2-4, $8.       

PARKER’S
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Comes off a short rest after running a close seventh in a stakes last, her previous 
races were pretty nice, gets call.
Has been away since early May but she did run a fast 300 yards in her first 
lifetime start and figures to be right there late.
Did beat the top choice in his most recent, he is hard to separate from the top two.

PREACHINATSAGOI (#4)

In Private (#2)

Silver Ovation (#6)

Exacta:   2-4/2-4-6, $4.  Tri:  2-4/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Pick 3:  2-4-6/2-3-4/2, $9.

While her workouts aren’t blistering, she is bred to be quick early and doesn’t 
appear to face much, best guess in a toss-up.
Been away a little while and she didn’t show much in his last, but she ran a 
better than looks effort in her debut and the drop in claiming price is a big help.
Tired in her last but she shortens up a fair amount in here, outside draw a plus.

HIP HOP CITY (#3)

Belt (#4)

Southfork Pegasus (#2)

Exacta:  3-4/2-3-4, cost $4.    Trifecta:  3-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6, $12.

Comes off a nice score when beating slighly easier in a route last, he is back in a 
sprint and deserves to be favored.
Came up empty in the stretch in his last, but he had only seven days rest 
between starts and get a couple of weeks rest here, main danger.
Has excuses for each of his last two starts, he could spring a mild upset.

NOOSITO (#2)

Trick Or Retreat (#3)

Hoody (#1)

Exacta:  2/1-3, cost $2. Trifecta:   2/1-3/1-3, cost $2.
Pick 3:  2/1/1-2-3-4, cost $4.

Tough loss in the Derby when 6/5 as his slow start cost him late, clearly he has 
a big edge over this field, very hard to bet against.
Stable mate of the top choice made a nice run to edge a good field in his most 
recent, he appears best of the rest.
Decent effort in his first try against winners last, he has every right to improve.

TRACKATTACKER (#1)

Moby (#2)

Private Boss (#3)

Exacta:  1/2, cost $1. Trifecta:   1/2/3-4, cost $2.
Pick 3:  1/1-2-3-4/1-5, cost $8.

Gelding has been unchallenged in his three lifetime starts and last time had over 
$700,000 bet to show on him -- may have even more today.
Good second to the top choice in the Lads three weeks ago, he again figures to 
chase that one throughout.
Third to the top choice in each of his last two starts, likely third again.

MADAME PELE (#2)

Stephanie Plum (#4)

Castinette Dancer (#1)

Exacta:   2-4/1-2-4, $4.  Tri:  2-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4, $8.  Pick 3:  2-4/1-5/4-7, $8.
Super:  2-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4/1-2-3-4, $4.  Pick 4:  1-2-3-4/1-5/4-7/4-7/3, cost $12.

Fourth to one of Emerald’s top lifetime females in her last two, she comes into 
this fresh and primed for a big effort.
Tough loss eight days ago when second, she appears the quickest early in here 
and will go a long way on the lead.
Invader from Hastings Park comes off a decent try, she will love the mile track.

Super:  1/2/3-4/3-4-5, cost $2.

Super:  2/1-3/1-3/4, cost $1. 

Super:   3-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  2-3-4/2/1, $3. 

Super:  2-4/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Pick 4:  2-4-6/2-3-4/2/1, cost $9.

Tri:  7-8/5-7-8/3-4-5-7-8/3-4-5-7-8, $12.  Pick 3:  7-8/2-4/3-4, cost $8.
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FINE RED WINE (#5)

Pippa Bou Peep (#1)

Dance With Effie (#6)

Exacta:  1-5/1-5-6, cost $4. Tri:  1-5/1-5-6/1-2-5-6-7, $12.    

Impressed in her debut back in early June overcoming trouble for her maiden 
score, don’t know why she’s been away since then but she looks best.
Second and a win in the last two stakes races for two-year-old fillies, she may 
give the top choice all that one can handle late.
Set a fast pace and held on gamely for the win last, her speed is dangerous.

MYLAST SWEET PEA (#4)

Chu and You (#7)

Among The Stars (#2)

Exacta:  4-7/2-4-7, cost $4.  Tri:  4-7/2-4-7/1-2-4-5-7, $12.  Pick 3:  2-4-7/3/1-2-3, $9.

Good efforts in her last two starts while second in both, this race is a bit shorter 
but she still looks like the one to beat.
Stable mate of the top choice crushed easier in a sprint last, she also beat the top 
choice at this distance when second on June 29th, clear main threat.
Has decent early speed and figures to be close by throughout, maybe.

MIKE MAN’S GOLD (#3)

I Keep Saying (#4)

Dare Me Devil (#5)

Exacta:   3/1-4-5, cost $3. Trifecta:   3/1-4-5/1-4-5, cost $6. 
Pick 3:   3/1-2-3/7, cost $3. 

Returns to Emerald after running at Del Mar, he is one for one at this distance 
and should be on or near the lead right from the start, looks like the one.
Forced some fast fractions and paid the price late when second while 4/5, not 
quite sure he wants to route but he clearly is the one to beat.
Winner of his last three overcame a poor start last, he might get right trip.

TOBIAH’S JOURNEY (#2)

Big Bad Brown (#1)

He’s All Heart (#3)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-3, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-6, $12.
Daily Double:   1-2-3/7, cost $6.  

Third in a good field despite a pretty wide trip in his last, he should be able to 
save ground throughout today, choice.
Hard to fault his form as he’s won three of his last five, he did get a fast pace to 
run at last but again things should set up well for him.
Crushed easier on a surface he relished last, still he also is very sharp right now.

AGOODLAWYER WILLDO 
(#7)
Lizzy Lass (#5)

Montelena (#6)

Exacta:  7/3-5-6, cost $3.  Trifecta:  7/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, cost $12. 
Superfecta:   7/3-5-6/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, cost $9. 

Filly ran a nice race to edge similar in her last, she can act from on or off the lead 
early and should repeat.
While she appears to prefer sprinting she has run very well in routes and deserves 
a long look here.
Wire to wire winner over easier last again will have to be caught.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
I’m guessing you already came up with
       Trackattacker and Noosito :-).
AGOODLAWYER WILLDO in the eleventh.

AMONG THE STARS in the eighth.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Sunday Afternoon, September 7th, 2014

Super:  1-5/1-5-6/1-2-5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  1-5/2-4-7/3, cost $6.

Super:  4-7/2-4-7/1-2-4-5-7/1-2-4-5-7, $12.  Pick 4:  2-4-7/3/1-2-3/7, cost $4.50.

Super:   3/1-4-5/1-4-5/1-2-4-5, cost $6.

Super:  1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.
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HARLINGTON NIGHT (#3)
Indygo Andy (#6)

Tiz Futurity (#2)

SWISS PERFECTION (#5)
Italian Harmony (#7)

Warren’s Fantasy (#8)

THIS CAT’S AWESOME (#4)
Aerial Artist (#3)

Warren’s Cole (#1)

LUSTROUS SUANCES (#5)
Rosa Divina (#1)

Ava’s Ballet (#8)

CORA ELIZABETH (#9)
Southern Echo (#4)

Dream Serenade (#8)

GREAT FRIENDS RULE (#7)
Fighting On (#2)

Dewrag (#4)

VALLEY CAT (#8)
Demonic (#1)

Derringer (#4)

TRIBAL GAL (#1)
Doinghardtimeagain (#2)
Tres Belle (#6)
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Los Alamitos Golden Gate Arlington
Race Selections for Sunday, September 7th, 2014

MY GAL CANDY (#3)
Distinctive Yolie (#4)

Smokin’ Grey (#1)

GO GO GRACIE (#5)
Love Phone (#4)

Cindari (#1)

EXTANT (#1)
Lucky Fame (#4)

Forte Feroce (#6)

TIZ THE SEASON (#5)
Divot (#6)

Liguriansea (#3)

MONDAI MONDAI (#1)
Copper Bay (#2)

Just Jumped In (#5)

CRUSHER (#5)
Michael the Man (#1)

Funny How (#4)

SONG OF THE TIMES (#7)
Pure Trickin (#1)

Bigreds Thrillshow (#5)

SIZZLIN’ JOE (#7)
Gilligan (#4)
Skip Tony (#5)

PENNY SIXPENCE (#2)
Under Study Career (#4)

Worldly Sarah (#7)

COMMANDO KAT (#4)
Silver Prince (#5)

Smarty Boy (#1)

FLEET ENCOUNTER (#5)
Dolly Peach (#4)

St. Louis City (#6)

DOMINANT SUH (#1)
I’ll Show Them (#2)

Gallery of Storms (#4)

CYPRESS POND (#4)
Kana (#2)

Im Moneyinthebank (#3)

KIPLING’S KING (#3)
Sacred Gift (#2)

Sancerre (#1)

ROCKIN’ MELODY (#1)
Home Grown Hero (#4)

Shoot the Loop (#2)

ROCK MY DREAMS (#5)
Ms Trish S. (#7)

Flight Pattern (#4)

PEPON (#3)
Always a Catch (#1)
Kinsmanor (#9)

COYOTERO (#8)
No Bachi (#4)

Warren’s Sunny Boy (#5)


